Gomania

Systems) which are customary provided by the Gallery. There are some

Change:
Gomania/Geomania
customary/customarily

end of thelist
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MACHINE VISION
M-Vision

Date: Feb.27.96
A Video Installation, 1975-78
by Steina

instruments. "Allvision", the largest and more complex instrument and six
other smaller instruments.

Change:
The seven Machine Vision objects are a,r,z,p,t,sm and be of which "A"
is
the largest and most complex

The other Machine Visions objects are: Rotation, Zoom, Pan, Tilt, Scanned
Mirror and Bird's Eye.

1. Allvision
110 VAC Power Cable

Change for all descriptions:
All power is provided in 220 through dc power

2. Rotation
B/W Video Camera with Power supply
Motorized Prism Lens with Power supply
110 VAC Power Cable

Change to DC power???

3. Zoom
Motorized Zoom Lens with Power supply
Two Power supplies

Change:
MZL with two Power supplies

6. Scanning Mirror (Scanner)

The camera pointing into a rotating slanted mirror rotates the space on two
axis, horizontal and vertical.

Change:
A camera point....
Weight: 11 kg

7. Bird's Eye

Motorized Prism Lens
Two Powersupplies

Change:
MPL with Power supply

Title: BOREALIS
by Steina
1993

"Steina's means are simple. She takes stunningly beautiful yet turbulent
clips of nature in her native Iceland, en-larges them, then turns them on
end, literally and figu-ratively, so that they may be experienced as living
abstract-ions on a scale equal to that of the
Technical description:

Change:
enlarges, figuratively, abstractions

Align Borealis
by S
This text needs re-working:

Borealis is a two video/four audio channel installation. It is designed to present its images on four vertically positioned, translucent screens. For this, two video projectors are placed on their side with a half mirror in the front of the lens, splitting each projector beam into two images, thus filling all four screens. The translucent screens show the projected image with equal intensity on both the front and rear surface, resulting in...... The moving images are stored on a pair of LaserDisk players which recycle and re-synchronize the 10 minutes program continuously. The Vasulka disk Synchronizer works with Pioneer industrial Laser disk players (LD-V2200 to 8000 series) and is not interchangeable with other manufacturers of Laser Disks Players.
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2 split beam mirror assemblies

change:
assembles/assemblies
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Title: PTOLEMY

Four Laser Disc in NTSC format

Change:
Four Laser Discs....
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Title: PYROGLYPHS
by Steina
1994
In collaboration with Tom Joyce

a two-channel installation where 12 monitors are arranged in a circle
Change:
a three-channel, 12 or more monitors

Change:
should this be "quote/unquote"?

Last year I spent a few hours with blacksmith Tom Joyce taping the down.
Steina

Pyroglyphs is a three video/six audio channel installation on a 20 minute repeated loop. Each of the two video players (tape or disk) provides one video and two audio sources to a bank of video monitors and six speakers. A video synchronizer aligns the two channels of video for synchronous playback. At the end of each cycle the program automatically returns and re-synchronizes for a repeat performance. The Vasulka disk Synchronizer works with Pioneer industrial disk players (2200 to 8000 series).

Change:
Each of the three...aligns the three channels

Video:
16 matching video monitors

change:
12/15/18/etc matching monitors
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Title: TOKYO FOUR
by Steina
Minute repeated loop. Each of the four Video Disc Players provides one video and one audio source to a bank of 9 video monitors and four

change:
8/12/16 video monitors??

The Vasulka disk Synchronizer works with Pioneer industrial disk players (2200 to 8000 series) and can no be interchanged with other

change:

Printed for woodyv@santafe.edu (Woody Vasulka)
Video:
9 to 16 stack-able matching video monitors

Title: THE WEST
  by Steina
  1983

Change:
title, by steina etc not aligned
audio by woody

Technical description

change: Technical description: (semicolon)

A video synchronizer aligns the two channels of video for a synchronous playback.

change:
 in this sentence!

to 8000 series) and is not interchangeable with other brand of 

  brands

  God? _ Steina

  the last thing I got:
  presents the accumulated time of the earth